
C H I M I E  P E R S P E C T I V E S

O U R  J U N I O R  E N T E R P R I S E  H I G H L I G H T S  T H E  M A I N  E V E N T S  O F  T H E  Y E A R

    The Chimie Perspectives team is happy

to announce you the signature of a human

partnership with Saint Gobain, housing

worldwide leader.

This partnership consists of an exchange

of services concerning formation and

communication by both sides. The

objectives of this partnership are: forming

the Chimie Perspectives’ members to

improve their humans resources skills and

to give the opportunity for students of

Chimie ParisTech – PSL to discover Saint

Gobain’s

activities and values.

 

 

 

This collaboration is a guarantee of our

hardworking and the quality of our

services.

The formations Chimie Perspectives will

give for its future members will valorize the

corporate culture. 

Furthermore, Saint Gobain will benefit of a

better visibility within Chimie ParisTech –

PSL. The Saint Gobain and Chimie

Perspectives teams will propose various

group work for all students of Chimie

ParisTech.

These group work will guide students in

their professionalization.
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     For several years, the Maison de la Chimie has been entrusting us with

the transcription of its colloquiums. In March, after a recruitment lead by

our pole of Human Resources, 12 students of Chimie Paristech were

chosen to transcribe the conventions of February 26th2020. The theme,

this year, was “Chemistry and Light”. This transcription of 13 conventions

will then become part of a scientific publication about this colloquium.

Thanks to the serious work of our students and the conscientious review

of the Quality pole, we were able to provide deliverables in line with the

criteria and expectations of the Maison de la Chimie. We thank them for

the trust they put in us every year and wish we will work with them again

in the future.

Active JE: a study for the MDLC

 trChimie Perspectives has organized, with the

collaboration of the school course “Enterprise Knowledge –

Management Economics and Social sciences”, round-table

discussions

about “becoming a responsible engineer”.

The matinee began with a presentation of the Corporate

Social Responsibility (CSR) by Julien and Léo, the former

President and Vice-President of the JE. Then, the first-year

students were divided into six groups in which they could

exchange views and debate with professionals from start-

ups of multinational enterprises.

Participation during the CSR matinee

What’s next?...

    The Junior Enterprise of the ENSCP remains

entirely at your disposal and service for all

your projects. To face the current crisis, we

are available and reactive to help you

through missions and studies. Of course, we

are still able to undertake our usual missions,

assuming that they are achievable outside of

the school. 

Feel free to turn to us! 

11 rue Pierre et Marie Curie - 75231 Paris Cedex 05

01 85 78 42 76 - contact@chimie-perspectives.com

http://chimie-perspectives.com

CHIMIE PERSPECTIVES

You can follow us on the social networks

Collaborating with researchers?

   Chimie Perspectives offers its help in bibliographic

research to the researchers of the school to help them

fully dedicating themselves to their experiments and

their laboratories.


